Hi Everyone, this is Enrique Muñoz from Centro de Comunidad y Justicia. We too have distributed and
continue to provide Personal protective equipment to the immigrant community many who are our
immigrant clients, we are also proactively providing information about resources that are available and
“safe” for undocumented families to access without negatively impacting their ability to continue their
legalization process.
Here are our resources:
Legal Services- We continue to provide low cost immigrant legal services through our attorney Joseph
Zavaletta and two legal assistants Nayeli Macías and Juanita González. We are taking new clients
through call and video conferencing and submitting family petitions despite the presidents push back, we
want to be prepared for when the US embassies abroad reopen. We encourage people to call our office if
they have questions. As well as encouraging DACA recipients to continue to Renew their Employment
authorization, letting our communities know not to let it expire.
HIV/ HEP C Testing- We continue to work close with eth LGBTQ + Community to provide HIV and HEP C
testing for our diverse communities in Idaho.
Medicaid/ Public Charge-We are providing reliable information regarding the Medicaid and how it
relates to the Public Charge so that the Latinx Community can make an informed decision about keeping
themselves especially children on this health program as well as other assistance programs.
Medicaid Expansion- We are currently collecting any stories form anyone from the community regarding
how they are dealing with the COVID-19 outbreak and how it has affected their families. We want to
share these stories and experiences with policy makers so that they can take steps to acknowledge the
disparity in positive cases in our Latinx Communities and take steps in providing us with support.
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